
For Companies in the FVP sector, the right packaging is of utmost importance. The
processing, logistics, shelf-life, and appeal determines whether customers will buy
and stay loyal to your brand. A growing amount of innovative packaging solutions
are introduced to the consumer’s domain to achieve these goals. The new
packaging methods are also aimed at the changed demands of today’s customers,
who care for the environment and look for sustainable packaging or even no
packaging at all. Yet, the product’s quality cannot be compromised and must
remain at the highest of standards. At the same time, optimal shelf life is expected.
With these outlines in mind, which options are there to package fruits, vegetables
and potatoes?

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
FOR THE FVP INDUSTRY

1. THE WHY OF SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
A global issue that keeps consumers’ minds busy these days is the plastic problem. The

search for solutions to this problem, and diminishing the use of plastic is going on for

years already. One example is the ban on free plastic bags in the Netherlands since 2016.

The plastic-free movement is gaining momentum, forcing producers to deliver their

products plastic-free or even without packaging onto the shelves. Today’s consumers

consciously choose for sustainable packaging.
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CONSUMERS ARE WILLING TO PAY
EXTRA
Today's consumers prefer sustainable packaging

and are willing to pay extra for sustainably

packed products. In the Netherlands, 55% of the

consumers are of the opinion that recyclable

packaging is the most prominent feature of

sustainable packaging.
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THE CONSUMER AND PLASTIC-FREE
PACKAGING
Today’s consumers insist on sustainable

packaging solutions like plastic-free packaging.

Various (news)sites daily focus on the ocean’s

plastic soup and other plastic related problems.

With this global focus on the plastic issue, it is

not surprising that today’s customers demand

plastic-free packaging. Litter, an all too familiar

street scene while the plastic soup in our oceans

is still growing. It is anticipated that by 2050

there will be more plastic than fish in the

oceans. The sad fact, worldwide only 14% of all

plastic packaging is recycled. The packaging

industry jumped to the opportunity to

accommodate consumers in their desire for

plastic-free packaging. More and more solutions

and alternatives for plastic reach the market. The

packaging industry, at the same time,

acknowledges plastic itself can form a

sustainable solution. The FVP branch deals with

limited shelf-life products; to enhance the shelf-

life smaller packages are part of the solution.

Another option is plastic packaging, as this

keeps the product fresh for a prolonged period;

in this scenario, plastic is the sustainable

solution. We will tell you more about this later

on.

https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/news/new-plastics-economy-report-2-launch


The preference for sustainability stretches

beyond packaging alone. Our modern-day

society also pays attention to the norms and

values of a company; is this company’s strategy

aimed at improving society or bettering the

environment? Research by Unilever shows that a

third of all consumers focus on these values

before choosing to buy the product. With this in

mind, it is evident that sustainable packaging is

not only good for the environment but by the

same token is good for your company.

We foremost notice the focus on food-waste in

the FVP sector. Alternative materials like paper

do not extend the shelf-life of vegetables and

fruits, leading to food waste. Yet food waste is a

more significant polluter than plastic, the reason

why plastic is the more sustainable way to pack

certain food products, as plastic extends their

storage life.

Not just the consumer, but the entire FVP

business segment is pre-occupied with

sustainability. The company “GroentenFruit Huis”

launched the plan Sustainable Packing. The plan

aims to only pack vegetables and fruits if this

leads to diminishing the burden on the

environment. The idea is founded on five

designated mainstays: lowering packaging

materials and finding alternatives for packaging

materials, design to recycling (end of life), raw

material and the use of materials, transport

packaging, and communication & perception.

Looking at sustainable packaging, 

2. SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS
With the rising demand for sustainable

packaging, the influx into the market of

sustainable packaging solutions rose as well. In

the FVP sector, the choices between sustainable

materials and recyclable materials are abundant;

for every product within this segment a suitable

sustainable packaging is available. When in

search of sustainable packaging for your

vegetables or fruits, you will find various

materials that are suited for your produce.

Potatoes, onions, and garlic are very suited to be

packed in recyclable paper packaging. In some

instances, like with lettuce and processed

vegetables, plastic is the better sustainable

solution. Nowadays, more and more companies

are focusing on recyclable materials for their

packaging. Unilever even went beyond that and

announced its commitment to only process

plastic packaging that is fully recyclable,

reusable, or compostable by the year 2025.

Below three sustainable packaging materials

explained.

PURSUITS WITHIN THE BRANCH
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https://www.unilever.com/news/press-releases/2017/report-shows-a-third-of-consumers-prefer-sustainable-brands.html


PAPER

Recycling. When the packaging is made of

100% paper, card paper, or cardboard, the

packaging is fully recyclable.

Paper is lightweight. Due to this, the

transportation fuel costs are moderate.

Shapes and sizes. Trays, large and small bags,

paper packaging is available in an abundance

of shapes and sizes, and can be molded into

any shape you require for your product.

Paper radiates a natural and sustainable
look. This appearance forms a part of the

consumer’s decision to choose for paper

packaged products. Another pro, printing on

paper is easy, for example, logos, prints, or

recipes.

Paper packaging is trendy among consumers.

Global big companies like Nestlé make the

transition to paper packaging. The advantages of

paper packaging:
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PLASTIC

Plastic can be sealed airtight. Thus, ensuring

conservation of the product and extending

the shelf life. Food waste is an enormous

burden on the planet; by using plastic, food

waste is reduced.

Plastic is recyclable. For recycling,

homogeneous plastic waste streams are

essential. Optimal recyclable packaging

material is processed in single waste streams;

these waste streams consist of similar

materials; lesser recyclable plastic is processed

in mixed waste streams. To get the most out

of recycling, the mixed waste streams must be

kept as little as possible while homogeneous

waste streams are optimized. Homogeneous

plastic waste streams counteract the burning

of polluted plastic waste streams. 

Plastic can be sterilized. Leaving plastic

eligible for food packaging.

Plastic is a lightweight material. Making

plastic very suitable for transportation as this

leads to less fuel consumption compared to

glass or canister packaging.

Plastic is durable. The packed product is less

likely to be damaged compared to paper

packaging.

Although our waste comprises plastic for 20% of

the total, plastic can yet be useful. An overview

of the advantages of plastic:

 



COMPOSTABLE PACKAGING

Fossil fuel. Plastic is produced from fossil

resources which encounter depletion.

Compostable packaging can be produced

from renewable and natural raw materials.

Circular economy. Compostable packaging

has a natural life-cycle. After use, it can be

used as a nutrient for trees, plants, vegetables,

algae, and other plants that emit oxygen and

nutrients.

Shapes and sizes. Compostable packaging is

also available in a large variety of shapes and

sizes. From cover sheets to carrying bags,

garbage bags, and various vegetables, fruits,

and garden packaging.

Compostable packaging is advancing rapidly, for

valid reasons:
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3. TRENDS AND THE FUTURE

Plastic-free packaging. Adverse news reports

about, for instance, the plastic-soup in our

oceans, places plastic in a negative light

leaving consumers in search of alternatives.

More and more packaging is made

sustainable and, if possible, replaced by re-

usable or recyclable card paper.

Recyclable packaging. Single-use plastic is

practically banned and replaced by recyclable

packaging as the new standard.

Fighting food-waste. Consumers recognize

the impact of food waste on our earth. Too

much food, an estimate of 90 pounds per year

per person, gets wasted. That amount has an

enormous impact on our environment.

Prolonged shelf-life and packaging in various

sizes like single pack and family-sized

packaging assist in the reduction of food

waste.

Smaller packaging. Referring to the food-

waste topic. Using smaller and right-sized

packaging keeps the contents fresh, in

combination with storage life optimization of

the product, food-waste can be countered.

Smaller packaging is advantageous for the

producer as well; smaller packaging implies

less air thus more product transported per

mile. The optimization of transport-miles

leads to a diminished CO2 footprint.

The packaging industry pays attention to current

market demands. Based on these demands, the

industry follows suit in developing sustainable

packaging. Below, we highlight several eloquent

trends that will continue to exist and even

expand in the coming period.

 

https://www.fastcompany.com/90326383/eu-to-ban-plastic-plates-cups-and-cutlery-by-2021
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4. SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING AS A MARKETING TOOL

Colors. Colors are great eye-catchers that raise expectations. For instance, black is associated

with luxury and elegance, while green is associated with nature and health. Colors are used for

branding; everybody recognizes the Coca-Cola label by its renowned red color.

Shape. Larger packaging raises the suggestion that the customer got a great deal, while small

packaging brings luxury items to mind.

Illustrations. A good example is the famous white Labrador that stands symbol for the softness

of Kleenex. Although one doesn’t associate a white Labrador with paper tissues at first instance,

everybody immediately recognizes the iconic puppy, smart move!

Materials. Is it card paper or plastic? Is it sustainable? Is the packaging recyclable? All of this

contributes to the decision making of the consumer; do I yes or no buy this product?

Packaging design. A packaging design that flaunts a sustainable look appeals to a large group

of consumers. Half of the Dutch population pays attention to the sustainability of a product

before they decide to buy that product. For the food category, even 60% of the population is

attentive to the sustainability of the product. Hence, a green statement is a valuable marketing

tool.

We already mentioned that sustainable packaging is beneficial to the environment as well as to

your company. On top of that, packaging can be used as a marketing tool. The sustainable look of

paper packaging appeals to the consumer while it offers you the option to print your logo and state

your companies’ mission and vision as a marketing tool. Which elements must be considered when

designing your packaging?

 

Developments aimed at innovation and sustainability are the future for the FVP business
segment. Consumers are more and more inclined to choose sustainable products in which
packaging plays an essential part in sending the green message that forms part of the
product experience. With sustainability as the new standard, sustainable packaging is good
for our environment and your company.
 

In case you want to know more about sustainable packaging solutions for your products,
please contact JASA Packaging Solutions. For many years, JASA has a proven track record as
an expert in sustainable packaging solutions for the FVP sector. For more information, please
check our website or contact us directly. We are happy to answer all of your packaging questions.

https://www.jasa.nl/?lang=en
https://www.jasa.nl/contact/?lang=en

